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Northwestern College of Iowa Spring 1995
cZ!hwemerdeal! "Wewant God to
take this building
and use it in his
plan for mankind ...rr
(Academy Principal James
F. Zwemer, Nov. 23, 1894)
Facilities Are Important
This morning I was pleased to
give a campus tour to a person
who had not previously visited
NWC. This is always a joy. Each
time it stirs deep feelings of
emotion when I remember the
generous, even sacrificial, giving
that has made possible our
increasingly attractive campus.
The Carnegie Foundation has
compiled the most frequently cited
reasons why students select a
particular college. Certainly
making academic purists wince is
the ranking of campus appearance
in the top position.
New buildings have been
erected at Northwestern, I suspect,
during every decade of its more
than 100-year-old history. Capital
campaigns began in the late 70s
when the late President Virgil
Rowenhorst had a dream for a new
student center. The Rowenhorst
Student Center is a marvelous
facility for NWC and our
community. Although 15years
old, it looks as if it were built
yesterday.
Christ Chapel/Performing Arts
Center and DeWitt Music Hall
were completed in 1988. This
outstanding facility has won many
architectural awards and
performers tell us it is acoustically
superior. Credit for the design
belongs to former President
Radandt, whose vision for such a
facility inspired its beauty.
Lateone evening Iwalked through
DeWitt Music Hall. Several
students were practicing the piano
or their voice lessons. I asked one
of the students where they had
practiced before. The response was
quick and telling - we didn't
practice before! Many of you re-
member the tiny, not-so-soundproof
practice room cubicles on the third
floor of Van Peursem Hall. Con-
PRESIDENT'S REPORT
certs were given in the Auditorium.
Yes, outstanding facilities do
allow for better performance. This
is also true, of course, for the
remodeled oldchapel, which became
the departmental home for
economics/business and education.
State-of-the-art classrooms, offices,
and computer facilities certainly
have inspired better achievement
in our two largest departments.
Likewise, the renovated south
wing of Van Peursem Hall. Most
of our classes are taught here. No
longer are lectures and classroom
discussions interrupted by noisy
highway traffic, nor do worn-out
desks and sweltering faculty offices
hinder the ability to perform at
one's best.
The Jack and Mary DeWitt
Center, with modern kitchen
facilities, has allowed for a pleasant
and tasty dining experience over
casual conversation. Certainly this
was not true just a couple of years
ago when crowded tables and
outdated equipment brought new
meaning to "fast food" eating. I
have not heard a single criticism of
our food service in nearly two
years. So, I suspect a case could be
made for better performance in
eating as well!
The new intercollegiate athletic
center, which will be dedicated at
Homecoming '95, will be a
marvelous facility. In addition to
the 2,200-seatarena, the locker
rooms, the office area for physical
educators and coaches, the weight
room, the equipment room, and
especially the new training room
and health clinicwill be welcome
additions. Will this facility, too,
improve performance? I see
absolutely no reason why our
faithful followers can't be assured
of a victory in every contest'!
Because of the unprecedented
recent interest in Northwestern, a
new residence hall will be built.
Four and one-half blocks of streets
vacated by the city will allow for
expansion of the campus green
and construction north of West
Hall. Improved living conditions
will undoubtedly result.
With presidential expectations
rising for the occupants of each
new or renovated facility there
should be little surprise that the
entire campus community is
eagerly awaiting the renovation of
Zwemer Hall, which begins this
May. Will we at last, they say, see
some improvement in the
president's performance?!
Zwemer, the 100-year-old symbol
of Northwestern, is deserving of a
restoration which will restore its
dignity and character.
Despite the extensive attention
to our physical plant in the last 15
years, buildings are not considered
ends in themselves at NWC.
Obviously, outstanding facilities
do allow for enhanced
performance and create an
aesthetically pleasing and
functional campus environment.
Vice President for Development
John Greller summed it up best
when he said, "We are not about
the building of buildings, but
rather the development of young
men and women in God's image.
Excellent facilities attract students
so that the potter can mold the
clay." How grateful we are to our
faithful constituency whose gifts
for campus development have
made possible our noble mission
of providing a quality, distinctly
Christian liberal arts education for
all students entrusted to us at such
a crucial time in their lives.
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Plans Made for Residence Hall
Architects Ruble, Mamura, Moss, and Brygger have
designed the new hall to frame in the northwest
portion of the campus.
Campaign Progresses
EXP. IN
A new women's residence hall,
to be built north of West Hall, will
be a "spectacular building,"
according to Dean for Student
Affairs Paul Blezien. The
construction project will begin in
May, with completion anticipated
by the fall of 1996.
The three-story brick building
will feature a pitched roof and
peaks designed to coordinate with
the architecture of Zwemer Hall
and Christ Chapel. "It will blend
Northwestern has now received
nearly $12million in cash and
pledges toward the $12.5million
cash goal of the Call to
Commitment: Expanding the
Vision capital campaign. The $3
million goal for deferred gifts to
the endowment has been
exceeded.
Campaign dinners scheduled for
the spring include Seattle, Oak
Harbor and Lynden, Wash., in.
mid-March, and Pella on March 27.
Plans are to move the athletics
and physical education
departments into the new Bultman
Intercollegiate Athletic Center at
the beginning of May. In mid-
CAMPUS NEWS
in really well with the residential
area," Blezien says.
"It's a good addition both
physically and philosophically for
the residence life program," relates
Blezien. "Our hope is to foster a
greater sense of community and
not separate kinds of living space
as you would have in an
apartment."
Housing 204women, the hall
will include computer rooms and
study rooms on each floor. Each
residential room will be
wired for computer
hookups to the campus
network. Air-conditioning
and an elevator are
planned.
Located on the
northwest side of the
campus, the L-shaped hall
will overlook a significant
green area and help to
focus sightlines back
toward the campus center.
The building will border
May, employees in Zwemer Hall
will be relocated to various
campus sites to allow for the
beginning of restoration work in
the 100-year-old building.
two streets-a block of Seventh
Street (north of West Hall) and a
half-block of Arizona Avenue-
which the city has agreed to
vacate. The city council also voted
in the fall to vacate an additional
three blocks-streets directly west
and north of Heemstra Hall and
west of Christ Chapel-that will
enable Northwestern to meet long-
term plans for expansion of
buildings and green space.
The new residence hall will
allow for the elimination of some
marginal housing and a modest
growth of enrollment to 1,200. The
college plans to convert West Hall
to house men, raze a couple of
houses, eliminate use of trailers,
and house married students in the
Kepp Apartment Building, which
was purchased last year.
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Men Blend Voices in Praise
...sing psalms and hymns and
spiritual songs with thankfulness in
your hearts to God.
- Col. 3:16 (RSV)
With no other motivation than
that, eight young men came
together on campus one day in
November 1993to blend their
voices in song. To be sure, they
were no strangers to music: all
were members of Northwestern's
A cappella Choir, and four had
had voice lessons previously. But
only one was a music major.
What brought them together
was a love of singing, and a desire
to sing to the glory of God. "It's
amazing that it has come together
like it has," says Josh Blakesley '96,
who invited men of the choir to
gather informally and form a
singing group. Seven responded
to the invitation: two basses, two
first tenors, and three who, like
Josh, could sing either second
tenor or baritone. The result: a
double quartet.
Though they initially gathered
to sing for the joy of it, the sound
of their a cappella music brought
them recognition beyond all
expectation. Soon they were invited
to accompany the Student Ministry
The men of His M.D.S.Le. plan to share their a cappel la music on tour this summer.
Team when it visited churches.
Then churches began inviting them
to provide special music for their
services - churches from as far
away as DesMoines and SiouxFalls.
In time the team - now with a
name: His M.U.S.I.e. (Men United
and Saved InChrist) - expanded its
offering to churches. The men
began offering a full service, with
one of the members delivering a
message. Invitations continue to
come, and His M.U.S.I.e. is on the
Surf the Net for Northwestern Info
Information about Northwestern
College is now available on the
Internet. The SearchIt Home Page,
developed by Floyd Johnson,
assistant professor of computer
science, features a brief description
of NWC and campus photos.
The Home Page also provides
the ability for prospective students
to contact the admissions office via
e-mail. The NWC info can be
found by using the address
..http://www.infonet.net/
showcase/nwc-iowa/" from
within a World Wide Web
Browser.
The SearchIt Home Page also
provides a place for NWC Internet
users to begin their search for
materials related to their field of
study. The Home Page provides
links to such standard search tools
as Veronica and Hytelnet. Also
included are links to the Internet
Subject Guides maintained by the
University ofMichigan and to .the
San Francisco Chronicle and
Examiner.
road nearly every Sunday.
Such gratifying response has led
the group to take itself more
seriously. In the planning stages is
a summer tour of Reformed
Churches in the Midwest and the
West Coast. So enthusiastic are the
men about the idea that they are
willing to sacrifice summer job
opportunities for the experience.
"We'll try to get support from
churches for gas and so forth,"
Josh says. They are producing a
tape, too, which they hope will
bring in some revenue.
His M.U.5.I.e. sings both tradi-
tional and contemporary pieces,
many of which have been recorded
by such groups as Glad and
Acappella. First tenor Andy Tullar
'97, the music major in the group,
is working on some original music.
Tullar sums up the group's
purpose by saying, "We're singing
because it's a lot of fun and, most
importantly, because it gives us a
chance to not only praise God but
also to tell others of him through
music."
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World-Premiere Play Breaks the Silence
Students Put Faith into Action over Break
When Karen Bohrn Barker,
assistant professor of theatre at
Northwestern, worked with a
campus support group for
survivors of sexual assault a few
years ago, she was struck by the
ironies. Young women who grew
Diane Swanson, played byDanyale Temple
(sitting), remembers the good times with
her mother, played by Joy Tee Louw.
More than 100 students spent
their March spring break helping
others. Northwestern sent spring
service project teams to 11 sites.
Groups aided inner-city
ministries in Coney Island, N.Y.,
Denver, and New Orleans.
Students helped Habitat for
Humanity rebuild Florida homes
destroyed by Hurricane Andrew,
did repair and maintenance work
at Jackson County Ministries in
Annville, Ky., and performed
construction and maintenance
tasks at a camp for economically
disadvantaged children in South
up in Christian homes perceived
that they couldn't talk to their
parents about the abuse they had
experienced. While they knew the
church should be a healing
community, the survivors often
felt that the church was a
community of judgment.
Karen urged her husband, Jeff,
also an assistant professor of
theatre at Northwestern, to write a
play that would open up a dialogue
of advocacy for these young
women, especiallywithin the church.
The result is Jeffs new full-length
play, "Unspoken for Time," which
was given its world-premiere
production by the theatre depart-
ment in early December. Subtitled
"A Compassionate Journey into
the Nightmare of Sexual Abuse,"
the play was directed by Karen.
Experts estimate conservatively
that one-fourth of college-aged
women have been the victim of
rape or attempted rape, and that
one-half have suffered some sexual
abuse. Citing those statistics, Jeff
comments, "Part of the whole
problem with this topic is that a
huge chunk of society says, 'I don't
Bend, Ind.
Teams also worked at Children's
Haven International in Reynosa,
Mexico, a halfway house in
want to talk about it.' For those
people, we say, 'All right, here's a
play that is designed for you to be
able to talk and think about it,
because you do need to, because it
is part of the experience of people
that you live and work with daily.'
As Christians, we are called by
Jesus Christ to be healers and
responders and listeners, so we
need to be aware of it."
The play tells the story of a
fictional character, college
freshman Diane Swanson. Raped
repeatedly in her childhood by a
friend of her older brother, Diane
now begins to have flashback
memories of this abuse. The play
unfolds around Diane's struggle to
remember clearly and to deal with
her emotional pain.
Northwestern audiences saw
that while the topic is serious,
"Unspoken for Time" is not a
dreary, humorless drama. The
play has a romantic subplot and
focuses on a number of tender,
loving relationships. "Ultimately,
it's a very hopeful play," says
Karen. "Diane begins to heal as she
begins to speak about the abuse."
Pennsylvania, a Christian theatre
company in Seattle, Calvary
Commission in Lindale, Texas, and
Salt Lake City's Operation Utah.
Drama Group and Choir Tour
The A cappella Choir sang in
Des Moines, the Holland, Mich.,
area, and the Chicago region.
If you are interested in hosting a
Northwestern performing arts
group during a future tour, please
contact Harold Van Der Weide,
director of church relations, at 712-
737-7106.
Northwestern was represented
by the Drama Ministries Ensemble
and A cappella Choir in tours over
spring break.
The drama group toured
California, performing in churches
and Christian schools in the Los
Angeles area, near Sacramento,
and near Fresno.
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Student Finalist for
Truman Scholarship
Susan Boote, a
junior from Hull,
has been named a
finalist in the 1995
Harry Truman
Scholarship
competition. She
was interviewed
by a review panel
in Kansas City, Mo., in February.
Boote, who is among 218
finalists for the 1995scholarships,
is believed to be the first NWC
student to reach the finalist level in
this prestigious competition. The
Harry S. Truman Scholarship
Foundation reports that 1,100-1,400
students are nominated for the
scholarship each year. Up to 85
scholarship winners will be
announced in April.
Truman Scholars receive up to
$30,000to be applied toward their
undergraduate and graduate
studies. Recipients are selected on
the basis of their commitment to
careers in the public sector, desire
to influence public policies,
outstanding leadership potential,
extensive records of public and
community service, and intellectual
strength and analytical abilities.
A political science and public
relations major with a 4.0 grade
point average, Boote hopes to
pursue master's and doctoral
degrees in public policy studies.
She seeks to work as a policy
analyst and lobbyist in the areas of
family and education policy.
Boote has served as a campaign
volunteer for former Congressman
Fred Grandy and Governor Terry
Branstad. She is a Peale Scholar,
academic tutor and member of the
Honors Program. A Student
Ambassador, she also serves on the
Student Government Association
and the Orientation Committee.
Susan Boote
Praise and Worship Popular
It's 6:45on a Tuesday
evening, and up to 120
students are crowded
into the choir rehearsal
room for 45minu tes of
proclaiming the joy of
their redemption.
It's not a required
event. It's not even an
official college function.
It is a happening initiated
by and for students - and
anyone else who wants to
come.
It began some five
years ago, as nearly as
the current leadership
can recall, when students
returned from a retreat where a lot
of praise and worship songs were
sung. Inspired, they started the
midweek Praise and Worship, a
time to fellowship in song with
other Christians.
Reading the words from an overhead projector, Praise
and Worship participants lift their voices in song.
"It's a place for
strengthening and
encouragement for the
campus."
It caught on. Moreover,
enthusiasm for the event still runs
high. At the beginning of the
semester there is standing room
only as students pack out the
place; even at semester's end the
gathering attracts about 75.
What accounts for the
popularity of Praise and Worship,
and how does it differ from daily
chapel? Answers from the student
leaders are spontaneous.
"It's not required," says Landon
Finch, a sophomore from
California. "People are here
because they want to be here."
"The main focus is worship,"
says Dan Venema, a junior from
Illinois. "It's not preachy." Dan
and Landon accompany the group
singing on their guitars.
Pianist Dayle Gage, a senior
from Washington, believes that the
more intimate setting of the choir
room facilitates worship. Lori
McDonald finds that Praise and
Worship allows for more
expressiveness in praise, which she
identifies with because of her
Assemblies of God background.
Also a senior from Washington,
Lori assists in the event by
projecting the words of the songs
overhead so everyone can see
them.
According to these students,
expression is key to the Praise and
Worship experience. "A personal
relationship to God is exciting,"
says Dayle. She believes that many
Christians are "not feeling the
excitement of God."
While most of the 45minutes are
spent worshiping God through
music, prayer is also an important
ingredient in Praise and Worship.
It's "a place to come and be
supported by brothers and sisters,"
says Landon, "a place for
strengthening and encouragement
for the campus."
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NWC Participates in Science Reform Proj ect
School and Dave Meylink 72 of
Rock Valley High School.
The four area teachers will meet
at NWC twice this spring to
identify needs and goals for the
program. This summer, they will
attend an intense two-week
workshop at Luther College,
working with mentor teachers
from northeast Iowa who are
developing active-learning lessons
using new scientific equipment
such as TVprojection microscopes,
Ed Starkenburg, instructor in
education, is working with four
high school science teachers from
Area Education Agency 4 as part
of an $88,000project to model
science reform. Starkenburg
serves as northwest Iowa site
coordinator for the project which is
directed by Dr. Darrell Hoff of
Luther College and also includes
teachers from Area Education
Agency 1 in northeast Iowa.
A $66,000grant from the Iowa
Eisenhower Higher Education
Grant Program provides major
funding for the demonstration
project. The Eisenhower Grant
will be supplemented by funds
from the Carver Charitable Trust
and other sources.
"The goal of the program is to
improve the teaching of biology
and life sciences by showing
teachers how they can use new
technology:' says Starkenburg. He
is working with Kevin Brasser '85
of South O'Brien High School.
Diane Den Herder of Sioux Center
Community High School, Tim
Kamp of Unity Christian High
Twenty-five students spent the
spring semester gaining practical
experience in the workplace
through internships. Five of them
spectrophotometers, pH meters
and electronic balances.
During the 1995-96school year,
the northwest Iowa teachers will
set up demonstration classrooms
in which they will teach lessons
using the technology and other
area educators will be invited to
watch and learn. "Research shows
that learning from peers is one of
the most efficient ways to effect
improvement in teaching:'
explains Starkenburg.
Program for inner-city student
teaching in Kansas City each had
one student enrolled.
Other students interned at such
sites as the Iowa Natural Heritage
Foundation in Des Moines; Village
Northwest Unlimited, Sheldon;
KVDB/KTSBradio station in Sioux
Center; Valley State Bank, Rock
Valley; Juvenile Court Services,
Sioux City; Arthur Van Bruggen
CPA in Boyden; REDLine Health
Care in Golden Valley, Minn.;
Sioux Fitness Center, Sioux Center;
and Orange City's Chamber of
Commerce.
Working to introduce new technology into northwest Iowa's science labs are Kevin Brasser,
NWC instructor Ed Starkenburg, Dave Meylink, Diane Den Herder and Tim Kamp.
took classes and interned through
the Chicago Metro Program. The
American Studies Program in
Washington, D.C., and the CUTE
Interns gain experience in workplace
Student to Present Paper at Psych Convention
Jason Kanz, a senior psychology psychology thesis, deals with how
major from Oostburg, Wis., will people make initial judgments
present a paper at the Midwestern concerning concepts about which
Psychological Association meeting they know very little. The study
in Chicago May 4-6. The paper is has implications for the
part of the meeting's Psi Chi development of stereotypes and
symposium, a collection of prejudice, since people often make
undergraduate papers. inferences about groups of people
Kanz' paper, part of his senior based on very little information.
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Faculty Active in Scholarship
Paul Schaefer, assistant
professor of religion, completed
his doctorate in theology at Oxford
University in the fall. The first-
year faculty member's dissertation
focused on the Puritans'
understanding of the doctrine of
sanctification and the life of piety.
Dr. Schaefer found that the
Puritans had a much deeper and
more profound understanding of
Christian spirituality than is often
credited to them.
Floyd Johnson, assistant
professor of computer science,
spoke at the Iowa Undergraduate
Computer ScienceConsortium
held at Simpson College. He gave
a presentation entitled
"Introducing Social and Ethical
Issues into the Computer Science
Classroom. "
Dr. Dick Van Holland,
professor of business / economics,
received the Dedicated Service to
Business Education Award from
the Iowa Business Education
Association in November. He was
recognized for 35 years of service
to business education.
Barb Turnwall, assistant
professor of English, was joined by
five NWC students in a panel
discussion at an Iowa Writing
Project conference in Des Moines.
Turnwall, Kellie Gregg, Amy
Hanenburg, KellyMowrer, Donna
Milkie and Crystal Sipes presented
"Personal Writing in the
Curriculum: A Conversation."
They talked about how personal
writing can help students grow
both personally and academically.
Dr. Paul Bartlett, assistant
professor of physical education
and wrestling coach, has begun a
two-year term as president of the
NAIA Wrestling Coaches
Association.
Dr. Scott Vander Stoep had
two papers published last fall.
School Effectiveness and School
Improvement journal printed an
article dealing with the
relationship between principal
"venturesomeness," a stress on
excellence, and the personal
engagement of teachers and
students. Vander Stoep is co-
author of that paper, along with
Eric Anderman of the University
of Kentucky and Carol Midgley
of the University ofMichigan.
An article Vander Stoep and
Colleen Seifert of the University
ofMichigan wrote on problem
solving, transfer, and thinking
has been printed as a book
chapter. The chapter is included
in Perspectives on Student
Cognition, Motivation, and
Learning: Essays in Honor of
Wilbert J. McKeachie, which was
published by Lawrence Erlbaum
and Associates of Hillsdale, N.J.
Two articles
by Dr. Beth
Doriani,
assistant
professor of
English, have
recently been
reprinted in
books. Her Dr. Beth Doriani
essay, "'Then Have I...Saidwith
David': Anne Bradstreet's
Andover Manuscript Poems and
the Influence of the Psalm
Tradition," has been published in
the book, Poetry Criticism. Her
article, "BlackWomanhood in
Nineteenth-Century America:
Subversion and Self-Construction
in Two Women's
Autobiographies," has been
reprinted in "We Specialize in the
Wholly Impossible": A Reader in
Black Women's History.
I
Robin Riley, assistant professor
of communication studies,
presented a paper at the Speech
Communication Convention in
New Orleans. He spoke on
"Testing the Dominant Paradigm:
Issues in Christian
Conceptualizations of Electronic
Communication." His presentation
was part of a panel on Interactive
and Virtual Communities: Ethical
and Metaphysical Issues of the
New Media.
Barbara Top, assistant professor
of education, is the co-author of an
article printed in a recent issue of
Journal of the Iowa Association of
Middle Level Educators. Written
along with Carl Turner, principal
of Sheldon Middle School, the
article is entitled "Classroom
Management: A Pre-Service
Teacher Training Model." It
addresses effective classroom
management techniques from the
perspective of pre-service teachers,
in-service teachers and middle
school students. Top also received
a North Central Association
Scholarship from the University of
South Dakota to apply towards her
doctoral program.
The Rev. Matt Floding,
chaplain, contributed an article to
The Dictionary of Baptists in
America, a new volume published
by InterVarsity Press. Floding
wrote on Matthew Vassar, founder
of Vassar College, the first
women's college in America.
Dr. Robert Lay, assistant
professor of Christian education
and religion, was the keynote
speaker for the Inspiration Hills
Christian Education Workshop in
January. He addressed the issue of
having set goals in mind regarding
Christian education in the local
congregation.
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A LOOK BACK
Tower "It behooves us to dedicate or consecrate thisbuilding to God. Let us therefore now set thisbuilding apart ... We want God to take thisbuilding and use it in his plan for mankind,
and to consecrate it for the service of man in his
kingdom. These stones bear witness to the
principles we hold ..." (first academy principal, James
F. Zwemer).
And so it has been for over 100years ...Zwemer
Hall, since its dedication on Nov. 23, 1894,has
stood as a symbol of hope, faith, perseverance,
excellence in education, the past, the present and
the future of Northwestern College. Surely most
who have made their way down Central Avenue
in the last century have fixed their eyes on the
classic structure at street's end, marveling at its
beauty and thinking of it as a symbol of all that
comprises Northwestern.
After 100years of service, the grande dame of the
campus has begun to show her age. Like most
leading ladies, she has undergone several
of
Strength
by Deborah Menning
Zwemer Hall photographs, including the above picture from the
19505, are courtesy of the Northwestern College Archives.
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What's in a Name?
"facelifts" through the decades,
but now the time has come for
major renovation. Though some
have said the old girl is too old for
major surgery and should be
replaced, others cringe at the
thought of demolishing this
historic landmark.
Instead, plans are in the making
for a massive restoration of
Zwemer, not only to shore up the
building's sagging structure, but
also to restore it to its original
Romanesque Revival design.
Shortly after commencement this
spring, all Zwemer offices will be
relocated to other areas of the
campus and the building will be
"A motion was presented to
name the old Academy Building
Zwemer Hall, and to have said
name engraved in stone in the
front of the building. This
motion passed and the local
members of the Executive
Committee were appointed to
carry out said designation" (from
the Boarda/Trustees minutes, April
1,1924).
Most likely this action of the
board was taken to honor
Northwestern Classical
Academy's first principal, the
Rev. James Zwemer, who had
died just three years before.
Principal from 1890-98, he never
stopped fund raisingfor
Northwestern, even while he
was a professor at Western
Seminary. His leadership saw
old debts laid to rest, providing a
firm financial foundation for the
academy, and it was during his
tenure that the hall was built and
dedicated.
given over to the architects and con-
tractor for a IS-month renovation.
Founded on Sacrifice and Vision
In 1870, a contingent of rugged,
pioneering immigrants made their
way by wagon diagonally across
Iowa to found a Dutch settlement
in the northwest sector of the state.
Girded by a solid faith in Jesus
Christ and an admirably stubborn
perseverance, the folk who settled
Sioux County knew the
importance of education. Their
desire was to set up a school right
away, but the vagaries of plains
farming were against them. From
1873-79, literal locust plagues
But a host of other Zwemers
may well have been in the back
of board members' minds. The
Rev. Sam Zwemer had been
ordained in Orange City's First
Reformed Church. Going as one
of the first missionaries to
Arabia, he had a good deal of
financial support from Sioux
County. Another brother,
Frederick, was a missionary to
North and South Dakota, where
he was called "God's [achthond"
(the Hound of God). Yet another
brother, Pieter, died in
missionary service with Sam in
Arabia. Their sister, Nellie,
taught at Northwestern before
going as a missionary to China.
Principal James Zwemer's son
and daughter also taught at the
academy. Later his son became a
missionary to India. Father and
grandfather to this Zwemer
brood was the Rev. Adriaan
Zwemer, first pastor of the
Middleburg Reformed Church.
completely destroyed each year's
crop. The colony's dominee, the
Rev. Seine Bolks, later commented
to a newspaper reporter, "the
grasshoppers flew away with our
hopes."
Following these "seven lean
years" came abundant harvests
and renewed hopes for a school of
higher education. The Act of
Incorporation for Northwestern
Classical Academy was drafted in
July 1882. During the next month,
the determined Dutchmen
solicited funds for the school and
Zwemer's tower stands as a beacon for
many alumni, reminding them of
Northwestern's motto, "God is Light."
gratefully accepted Henry
Hospers' donation of a full block of
land for a campus on the south end
of Orange City.
The academy formally opened
its doors to 12 students on Sept. 23,
1883. Within two weeks, the
enrollment more than doubled.
These original students studied in
the consistory room of First
Church and at the public school
until the temporary Pioneer School
building was completed.
By 1886, an ever-growing
student body necessitated a move
to the Town Hall. A two-story
10
In this mid-1930s photo, vehicles are lined up in front of Zwemer and Science Hall to take commuters home from a long day at
Northwestern Junior College.
building, 100 feet in length with an
upper floor doubling as a roller-
skating rink, the building stood
quite close to the current location
of the town's City Hall.
Dubbed the "Rink" by some and
"Noah's Ark" by others, the
official name of the building was
Academy Hall. The strength of
commitment and vision on the part
of early administrators is
evidenced by remarks Principal
James F. Zwemer made in the Dec.
6, 1894edition of Orange City's
newspaper. Noting the students'
names for the building, Zwemer
said, "If the cradle of the academy
was in the Pioneer School, it was in
the Rink that we learned to walk.
Itwas nicknamed by some an Ark;
and indeed, it became an Ark of
Salvation. There we were kept;
there we grew and grew from
strength to strength ...and from
there the blessed Providence led us
to a permanent place of living ...u
Zwemer referred here to the
new building, much later to be
named Zwemer Hall, dedicated
Dr Lyle VanderWerff '54,
professor of religion, took Greek
in the "Tower Room" and
warmed himself on cold winter
days in the boiler room. When
he returned to campus as a
faculty member in 1967he says it
was a good feeling to see the
tower still standing there just as
the school still stood for its
Christian liberal arts
commitment. He says, "Zwemer
stands as something of a beacon,
a lighthouse ...a symbol of the
longstanding commitment that I
hope we will never lose."
just two weeks before. The leap
from the Pioneer School to the Ark
to the new Academy Hall wasn't
an easy one. Sioux County folk
dug deep into their pockets to help
raise $10,000for the new building
by May of 1892. The nationwide
"Panic of '93" hit the farming
community hard, causing the
progress toward a permanent
academy facility to falter, but only
briefly.
By early 1894,Northern
Building Company of Sioux City
had won a $12,950bid on the new
construction. Architect for the
project was Gerrit (George) Pass
who also founded the Mankato
Limestone and Fuel Company,
from which the two colors of
limestone for the building would
come. With the final cost
mounting to $16,170.54,Academy
Hall was debt-free at the time of its
dedication. Over half of the
amount was raised locally despite
the locusts'
The November 1894dedication
was cause for much celebration-
which in translation means: two
services, the first given (of course)
in Dutch and held at First Church,
and the second, in English, given
in the building after a processional
of faculty and students made its
way down the dirt ruts of Central
Avenue.
Juxtaposed against that muddy
avenue, this turn-of-the-century
building heralded the coming of
technology with. its inner walls
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"Curses, Foiled Again!"
by Dr. Preston Stegenga
(president, '55-'66)
On a Saturday morning in the
late '50s, following the mid-
semester student registration of the
preceding Thursday and Friday, I
went to my office (at that time
located on the first floor) in order
to complete some correspondence.
When entering, I noticed that
the business office door had been
forced open. Upon investigation,
it was evident that the office had
been burglarized sometime during
Friday night. Having watched
holding wires for electricity. The
contrast of such grace of line to the
rutted street simply lent further
testimony to the sacrifice and
vision of the Dutch men and
women who labored in the soil to
bring forth Academy Hall.
To these folk, Principal Zwemer
spoke words of encouragement
and prophecy at the dedication,
"The new building is a cause of
gratitude and hope. It is a house
of God as well as any church.
Help us realize its purpose by
sending to it your sons and
daughters. It is my prayer that
some day, in the will and
providence of God, that the new
building may become the horne of
a college."
Facts, Figures, and Foolishness
Even in need of repair, Zwemer
still reflects the original beauty of
the building, especially on the
exterior. George Pass was an
admirer of Henry Hobson
Richardson, one of the country's
leading architects. Pass used
Richardson's penchant for making
a building romantic and
picturesque, with deeply arched
doorways, high roofs, clusters of
various television mysteries, I
didn't touch any evidence, but
immediately notified the Sioux
County Sheriff.
After a careful investigation it
was determined that the "uninvited
night guests" had entered Zwemer
through a lower basement window.
The law enforcement officials also
indicated that the business office
safe had been the main target and
that it had been "blown open" by
"professional out-of-town
safecrackers!" They undoubtedly
were aware that the mid-term
registration had just been
completed and that a sizable
amount of money might still be in
the safe. Fortunately, our
conscientious Northwestern
bookkeeper, Mrs. Dykstra, had
deposited all of the student tuition
cash and checks in the bank Friday
afternoon. We only lost a few
dollars of petty cash and some
postage stamps. The "frustrated
thieves" were never apprehended
but as a result of the episode, the
administrative personnel became
even more cautious!
Designed by George Pass, Zwemer Hall was added to the National Register of
Historic Places in 1975.
A hallmark of the building is its
imposing tower which rises to over
80 feet. The tower has inspired
poetic prose, playful pranks, and
platonic proposals. President
Preston Stegenga ('55-'66)writes of
the tower, "For a century, the
tower of Zwemer has symbolized
the heritage of Northwestern.
Periodically throughout the years,
flood lights on the tower have
served as a true beacon of the
Northwestern Classical Academy,
12
windows, and rough-hewn stone.
Writing in the Annals of Iowa at the
time of Zwemer's addition to the
National Register of Historic
Places, former NWC Archivist
Nelson Nieuwenhuis observed,
"There is not only strength and
beauty, but also balance and
proportion in its arrangement of
parts ...Each side of the structure
displays a unique character all its
own, with a variety of intricate
window arrangement and design."
�~~~
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The vines that covered Zwemer Hall in the mid-1970s provided an "Ivy League" look
but assisted in the deterioration of the brick exterior.
the junior college and the present
four-year college."
Ray Heemstra, son of former
President Jacob Heemstra ('28-'51),
now lives in Bartlesville, Okla., but
he clearly recalls that he literally
grew up on the Northwestern
campus. When they were lucky
enough to find the tower door
open, Ray and his friends tested
designs for miniature parachute
equipment by dropping their
inventions from the tower's open
windows.
Just beneath and beside the
tower is Zwemer's cavernous attic
located technically on the third
floor. Originally slated to be the
gymnasium, the attic has housed
everything from Halloween sights
and frights, to four-legged friends,
to the library. Alumni recall that it
was a good setting for many
freshmen initiations. One alum,
now on the faculty, says it served
as "a cozy place to take a date."
The roof atop the attic is the site
of an all-time favorite prank. As
Though Northwestern was his
"college of first choice," Dr.
Robert Schuller wanted to start
schooling in the summer when
NWC didn't hold classes. At the
suggestion ofPresident Heemstra,
he started summer school at
Hope College and stayed on
there. Nonetheless, Schuller,
who grew up in the area feeling a
strong call to the ministry, told
an NWC audience in 1989,
"Every time I saw Zwemer Hall,
my dream came alive. I was
going somewhere and I knew it.
I didn't know where I was going,
but I knew who I was following.
That was enough for me."
with most college pranks, the yarn
comes in many shapes, colors and
sizes. Likely the most accurate
reminiscence comes from Ray
Heemstra. "Perhaps the most
astounding sight in connection
with Zwemer Hall is my
recollection of a particular
Halloween stunt. In this stunt, a
large piece of farm machinery was
completely disassembled and then
painstakingly reassembled on top
of the main roof. Dr. Heemstra,
'Prexy' to some, 'Dad' to me, made
considerable note of this
extraordinary feat of skill and
determination at chapel the next
morning. He also suggested that
these same capable individuals
please remove the discussed object
in the same manner, with no more
questions asked. To this day, I do
not remember who was involved.
Dad, of course, had in mind many
individuals who had the necessary
skills!"
Constructed by the
Northern Building
Company of Sioux City
for just over $16,000,
Zwemer Hall features
limestone quarried from
the Mankato, Minn., area.
For years used mostly as storage
for institutional records, Zwemer's
attic came into its own in 1957
when it was remodeled as part of
the library. Seven years later,
Ramaker Library was ready for
service. Paul Muyskens, who not
only attended Northwestern but
also spent many years teaching,
coaching and overseeing the
physical plant, recalls helping to
move books in "bucket brigade"
fashion with a line of students
extending from the attic, across the
grass, and into Ramaker. Classes
were canceled for the day so that
all could help.
It seems that the library was at
one time or another housed on
every floor of Zwemer but the
basement. The attic library was
simply overflow from the second-
floor library. On dedication day in
13
NWC admissions personnel
now make their offices in this area
of the building. In its day as the
Rapelye Library, these rooms
contained beautiful etched glass,
arched doorways and maple trim.
This maple ran throughout the
two main levels of Zwemer-on
the floors, as railing to the carved
~';illi"'---"";;j stairway, and as
wainscoting on the
walls. The richness
of the wood and the
design of the
windows made the
second-floor chapel
auditorium an
especially beautiful
place to worship.
Also on this floor
were a recitation
room, a society hall
and a museum. As
the academy
enrollment
expanded, these
rooms were used as
classrooms.
Paul Muyskens
remembers hearing
a story his dad, a
1894,the Rapelye Library took a
prominent place on the main floor.
Named for Mrs. Cornelius Rapelye
of Astoria, NY, this first library
held 76 books she had donated
along with furniture, magazines
and newspapers. Within a year
the library cataloging contained
about 3,000volumes.
Did you know that the walks north of Zwemer Hall are in
the shape of a tulip? We're unsure whether that idea came
from the religion department-as a reminder of the TULIP
acrostic for the tenets of the Reformed faith-or from Orange
City's Dutch Heritage Boosters.
V-turns and the Flying Dutchmen
by Ray Heemstra '43, '45
Not everyone remembers that at
one time a horseshoe-shaped drive
ran in front of Zwemer.
Automobiles could drive south
down Main Street to enter the
horseshoe from either side.
Students and faculty could park
directly in front of Zwemer and
the new ScienceBuilding. At
night, the drive could be closed at
both entrances with a chain
between stout posts. This
prevented ubiquitous U-tums
made by Sunday night drivers
coming down Main. Mother often
complained about the dust these
cars stirred up because they didn't
drive by slowly at all.
Remembering these complaints
one pleasant summer Sunday as
we played a running game in the
shadow of a light on the Zwemer
lawn, my brother and I pulled a
prank of our own invention. A
few cars raced around the
horseshoe drive at a good rate of
speed that evening. For some
reason, the chains hadn't been
anchored up. Being active kids,
we ran to chain up an exit as a car
entered on the other side. Sure
enough, the car had to stop. In the
darkness we raced to close the
other entrance chain. Our intent
was to trap them, of course. A
very angry driver turned his car
around and sped even faster for
the next gate. That's when it
happened! The car didn't stop but
broke through the chained gate
with glass flying from broken
headlights. We ducked for quick
cover while the driver checked his
damages, then drove away even
more rapidly!
student in the 191O-era,told. This
same story comes from many
sources. The windows of the four
main-floor classrooms provided
the only air conditioning known at
the time. A noted professor /
principal (depending on who's
telling the story) used these open
windows regularly as a spittoon.
Much to his embarrassment one
day, a class clown stealthily closed
his favorite spitting window while
his back was turned. Itwasn't
long before a resounding "splat"
had academy students howling
with laughter.
Many of those same students
undoubtedly took their meals in
Zwemer's basement where a cook
served three meals a day to the
boarding "men" of the Halcyon
Club. Although the basement has
been home to the bookstore, a
health clinic, the campus post
office, faculty offices, student
publications, the boiler room
where even Prexy Heemstra fired
the furnace and stoked the coal,
and the printing room, most often
it is recalled as a social area. Both
"boys' and girls:" lounges
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This montage of Zwemer interior photos appeared in the academy's 1899-1900 catalog.
provided students with space to
unwind, primp, play pingpong
and talk about who was attracted
to whom.
Policed by deans and faculty,
these lounges were strictly gender
segregated up until the post-war
years when returning GIs became
"bucky about taking orders from
female profs." Continuing, Paul
Muyskens chuckles as he
remembers the tall tales repeated
in the basement. "We vets got
together in the guys' lounge to tell
war stories, some true and some
not so true because we had such an
awed audience of young kids to
entertain." Some alumni claim
they learned more in that lounge
than in any classroom!
In Ray Heemstra's words, "I'm
sure every student who has passed
through the Northwestern campus
has a personal memory or two of
the Zwemer experience." Chiseled
The Rev. Siene Bolksprayed
fervently for the establishment
of an academy to give it solid
education to the children of his
flock. He was president of the
Board of Trustees when, in
February 1894,the decision was
made to let bids for an academy
hall. Ironically, Bolksdied the
week the cornerstone was laid.
His great-grandson, Dr. Paul
Bolks '35, studied one year at
NWJC during the Depression.
It cost him $1weekly to ride the
"bus," a '29 Buick, from Hull to
campus daily. Paul went on
from Northwestern to become a
veterinarian.
visionaries as well as for those
who hold forth the NWC vision
and mission today.
"Zwemer Hall is on the
threshold of the second century
of distinguished service,
reflecting the past heritage of
Northwestern College," says
former President Stegenga.
"Throughout the past 100years,
Zwemer has been the focal point
of historical and educational
development: from the initial
classical academy, to the junior
college, to the college of today.
As Northwestern now plans for
the 21st century and for the
continuation of training Christian
leaders, Zwemer Hall, indeed,
will remain steadfast as the
college's Tower of Strength.' In
that perspective, Zwemer
deserves to be preserved and
refurbished as the heart of the
campus!"
in the building's cornerstone, laid
just over a century ago, the
Northwestern motto "Deus Est
Lux" (God is Light) continues to
speak for those early pioneer
15
Historic and Cultural Features Can't Be Replaced
Larry Ericsson of the Des
Moines firm Wetherell, Ericsson
Architects says his forte is the
preservation of historic places and
"Zwemer Hall certainly falls into
that classification." Other
challenging but extremely
successful restorations Larry has
worked on in Iowa include the
Pella Opera House; the Marshall
County Courthouse; the
governor's mansion, Terrace Hill;
and the Greef Commercial
Building in Bentonsport.
Larry is serving as restoration
consultant to the Sioux City
architectural firm Ruble, Mamura,
Moss, and Brygger. He says he
accepted the Zwemer
Hall project for two
reasons, both he and
his wife were raised in
northwest Iowa
(Sioux City and Little
Rock, respectively)
and he is currently
working on therestora-
tion of the Woodbury
County Courthouse in
Sioux City.
Historical architects
have strong opinions
about restoration
rather than replace-
ment of buildings.
Larry reflects, "An old
building is a resource.
Certainly the costs
versus the resulting
square footage mayor
may not make
restoration of a
building 'worth it'
economically, but if
one measures purely
on the basics of
economics, we would
lose all of our historic
places. Apply the
economics argument
to Monticello or the
Washington Monument."
Larry continues, "An old
building, such as Zwemer Hall, has
historic and cultural features that
can't be built into a new structure.
Replacing Zwemer with a modern
building would be a tremendous,
1/After all, Zwemer
Hall is Northwestern
College in the minds of
those who know her."
irreplaceable loss. The cultural
value of Zwemer would then be
extinct. Extinction is something
When Bill Van Peursem '20 of Ontario, Calif., visited the
NWC campus last fall with his wife, Ann, he reminisced
of making dates on the steps of Zwemer. He also recalled
pouring water out of a second floor window and nearly
dousing Principal Thomas Welmers by accident.
Prominent restoration architect Larry
Ericsson is serving as a consultant on
the Zwemer Hall project.
we have to be very careful about
now that many old buildings have
met with the demolition crew.
"It's icing on the cake that
Zwemer Hall is a very nice, hand-
somebuilding aesthetically. Interms
of function and aesthetics, the
building has served its purpose well
and continues to do so. The func-
tion ofthebuilding will only improve
with the renovation of the interior."
Larry says that the exterior of
Zwemer will have a restoration
look. On the interior, he envisions
a blending of restoration and
renovation to comply with
necessary state codes. He will
propose a small addition, which
will not violate exterior looks, to
accommodate the necessary fire
stairs and elevator.
He concludes, "We'll strive to
make the restoration not at all
incongruous to the necessary
changes. We are very sensitive to
historic buildings. When we start
tampering with how it now
appears, we are extremely
cautious. After all, Zwemer Hall is
Northwestern College in the minds
of those who know her."
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LAURA HEITRITTER
Instructor in Education
I love teaching, but I wasn't one
of those kids who knew from an
early age that I would someday be
a teacher. 1changed my major
twice as a freshman. Itwas after
my freshman year, when I served
as an aide in Hope Haven's
summer program working with
kids with special needs, that I
knew I would
be a teacher.
After
completing my
degree in
elementary
education, I
taught first
grade, Chapter
I reading and
served as the Laura Heitritter
reading
consultant for Area Education
Agency 4. In 1992,I was given the
opportunity to teach in the teacher
education department here at
Northwestern.
Itwasn't as difficult to make the
DR. DOUGLAS CARLSON
Associate Professor of History
I became interested in history
when I was a college student.
Reading abou t people in other
times caught my imagination and
helped me appreciate the rich
diversity of the human experience.
The study of other eras also helps
me understand characteristics of
our own culture and explore
assumptions we take for granted
but rarely articulate. An
understanding of other peoples
and eras, as well as a deeper
unders tanding of our own society,
can make us better citizens and
better Christians.
I enjoy the challenge of bringing
these issues to students through
the study of history. I encourage
them to catch a glimpse of the
larger world, to cultivate
appreciation of its diversity, to
'I
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WHY I TEACH
transition from elementary school
to college as one might think. The
groups have much in common.
Both elementary and college
students are in a strange situation,
many for the first time. Both
groups are sometimes overwhelmed
by the amount of new information
they must master in a relatively
short period of time. Both look to
their teachers for guidance and for
a unique relationship that can be
part teacher, part parent, part
advisor and part friend.
The model of the teacher
education department here is "The
Teacher as Servant." In my
experience, I've found the
connection between faith and
Welcome to a new, regular
Classic feature! Through these
"Why I Teach" essays we
hope to introduce you to a
greater number of North-
western faculty members, and
to help you catch a glimpse of
what goes on in the classroom
today at NWC.
ponder our place in that world.
Inspiring today's college students
to value the study of history is
indeed a challenge since American
culture is so present-minded and
individualistic, and history so
often seems irrelevant to them. At
the beginning of each semester 1
walk into my Western Civilization
class, look over the sea of faces,
and wonder who will catch the
vision this time.
Beyond the subject matter of
history, however, I relish the
interaction with very special
people. As a professor I can work
with students to help them
improve their abilities to think
critically, express themselves
verbally, and write clearly, to
prepare them for endeavors
beyond college. But I also can
share in their lives at a critical
juncture, a time when they are
service in the teaching profession
clear. When serving society and
serving God's children, one is
serving God as well. The students
here at Northwestern want to do
kingdom work and feel their
profession is a great avenue to do
that. I relish the opportunity to
assist them in their preparation for
a lifetime of service in this
profession.
I feel honored to claim the name
"teacher." I ask my students not to
complain about children calling
them that. When the disciples
called Jesus "teacher" he never
said, "1have a name. Please use
it!" He was honored by that title
and we should be, too.
Heitritter, a 1984 NWC alum, has a long
family connection with Northwestern. Her
father, Dick Dykstra, graduated from the
junior college in 1943 and her mother-in-
law, Sharon Heitritter, attended in the
1970s. Laura's oldest son was born when
she was an NWC student, and a second
son was born when her husband, Steve '87,
was here. Since their two-year-old
daughter was born when Laura came back
to teach at NWC, she and Steve have
decided that he shouldn't enroll in any
night classes!
strengthening
their spiritual
convictions,
developing
their talents
and abilities,
contemplating
vocational
choices,
marnage, Dr. Douglas Carlson
philosophies of
life. I have opportunities to pray
for them, encourage them, offer
direction and counsel. An
occasional card or a letter from
students who graduated years ago,
telling of their progress along their
chosen paths, reaffirms for me that
the investment is worthwhile.
Carlson came to NWC in 1990 after 11
years of teaching at The King's College in
New York. He earned a doctorate at the
University of Illinois, a master's degree at
Colorado State, and a bachelor's at Seattle
Pacific University.
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Alumni Director Finds a
gets misty-eyed when he talks
about the old days of
Northwestern. The heritage means
a lot to him and he can
communicate that across the
generations."
As might be expected, Doug
says coordinating class reunions is
among his preferred activities.
"One of my favorite groups to
work with is the 50-year reunion
people. To see them having just as
much fun as the seniors do now is
great."
Doug, who served as president
of the National Alumni Board in
the early 1980s,has seen the
Alumni Association and its
programs grow by leaps and
bounds. "Doug probably carne in
on the infancy of the Alumni
Association and has taken it into
its teenage and young adult
years," says Anita (Plantage '77)
Bomgaars, alumni board president.
She cites the tremendous growth of
the Gala Auction and
Homecoming celebrations,
including the popular Morning on
the Green, as examples of the
development that has taken place
under Doug's leadership.
In addition to bringing alumni
back to campus and getting them
involved as volunteers, Doug has
also had a crucial role in the
dramatic growth of alumni
financial support. In his 10years
on staff, the percentage of alumni
who give to Northwestern has
increased from less than 10percent
to 35percent. The total dollar
amount of alumni giving grew
Home on the Range
by Duane Beeson
Doug Van Berkum '62 knows all
about change. As alumni director
since 1984-and director of the
annual fund for most of those
years-Doug was constantly
gearing up for one activity after
another. Early in the fall, after
welcoming students at registration,
he was preparing for Homecoming
and class reunions. After that, he
turned to the alumni phonathon.
Then it was time to focus on the
Gala Auction and National Alumni
Board meeting.
As the staff person most
responsible for marshaling 7,000
alumni toward involvement in the
life of NWC today, Doug also dealt
with change on another level. His
morning schedule could take him
from answering questions on the
phone with a former athlete from
Wisconsin, to meeting with a local
theatre graduate planning a drama
reunion, to giving a campus tour to
a 1920alum from California.
"Doug seems to be able to
communicate with anyone from a
college freshman to a 90-year-old
alum," says Don Vander Stoep '62,
who was director of development
when Doug became
Northwestern's first full-time
alumni director. "He is able to
find a point of contact with each
person and relate well to them."
One of Doug's most important
responsibilities-and one of his
greatest challenges-was to
communicate how Northwestern
has changed over the years. As the
school has evolved from classical
academy to junior college to four-
year liberal arts college, the
physical campus has also changed
significantly. In addition, the
academic and Christian emphases
ofNWC have been strengthened.
Today's Northwestern isn't exactly
like the Northwestern you
attended 15,30 or 50 years ago.
"Seeing alumni have' aha'
moments-times when they realize
the great things that are happening
at Northwestern today-is a
"Through his commitment
and energy, Doug led by
example. Wehad a deep
respect for him, so we were
willing to do what he asked."
Glenn Van Ekeren
Former alumni board member
highlight for me. To have people
come on board to see what
Northwestern has become, gives
me great joy," Doug says.
Glenn Van Ekeren '74, a former
National Alumni Board member, is
one of many alums who have had
those" aha" moments. "Doug gave
me a renewed vision of the quality
ofNorthwestern and the desire to
do whatI could tohelp," Glenn says.
Doug's ability to communicate
the link between past and present
is what has made him so effective,
says Todd Thompson '85, past
alumni board president. "Doug
has struck a great balance between
informing alumni of the present
and preserving the heritage of the
school. The sincerity's there; he
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teachers and strong Christian role
models, and seeing a lot of high
school graduates enroll at
Northwestern. "I was probably
never more happy than when we
had 28 seniors from Sheldon go
on to Northwestern one year."
From his interaction with NWC
students and his involvement on
the alumni board, Doug saw
Northwestern grow into a
,.LL-----------------------, distinctly
Christian
liberal arts
college. That,
combined with
some
frustrationII
\
with teaching,
the chance for
? a totally
different job
and his heart
for
Northwestern's
from approximately $100,000in
the '83-'84 fiscal year to $454,367in
'93-'94.
Personally and professionally,
change has also been a part of
Doug's life. Raised on a rural
Orange City farm, Doug thought
he would become a farmer until he
discovered a desire to teach
mathematics while a Northwestern
student. After earning a master's
mission,
convinced
Doug to take
the alumni
director's
position in
1984. "I looked
at it as an
opportunity to
put my faith
into action in a
more direct
way," he says.
Doug's love for NWC was
shaped to a great degree by a
poignant experience he had while
a student here. In the summer of
1961,before his senior year, he
was the driver in a car accident in
which his sister and grandparents
were killed. "The amount of
empathy I received from
instructors kind of guided me
through my senior year," Doug
recalls. "They really helped me
through a tough, tough time in
my life."
Alumni Director Doug Van Berkum has used his draft horses to
work his farm, pull Orange City's trolleys, and give carriage
rides. In April, he'll take them to southwest Colorado, where he
and his wife, Linda, will manage a dude ranch.
degree at the University of Utah on
a National Science Foundation
Scholarship, Doug returned to
northwest Iowa and embarked
upon 21 years of teaching and
coaching at Sheldon High School.
"I thought I was going to be a
'lifer.' I liked teaching and enjoyed
the people I worked with there,"
he says.
Among his greatest joys at
Sheldon were working with a
number of NWC student teachers
who he describes as terrific
As Doug dealt with feelings of
guilt, a fellow student also reached
out. "I didn't know Don [iskoot
('61) very well in college, but
when this tragedy came into my
life, he stepped to the front and
got me back into the drift of
things. Here I was, on the farm,
and I didn't want to show my face
in public. Don spent a
tremendous amount of time with
me that summer, helping me
through this. He was truly an
example of Christ here on this
earth, I'll tell you."
Doug has relished the
opportunity he's had to hear many
similar stories of Northwestern's
influence on peoples' lives. He
says that's the thing he will
probably miss the most as he
prepares to enter another major
change in his life.
InApril, Doug and his wife,
Linda, will head for Antonito,
Colo., where they will manage the
Rainbow Trout Ranch. They
worked at the dude ranch the last
two summers. Doug and Linda
plan to return to Orange City each
November-March during the
ranch's off-season.
The new job is an opportunity
for Doug to combine his love for
horses, enjoyment of the
mountains, and skill in relating to
all types of people. Doug is also
excited that this is a family
venture: son David x'92 and his
wife, Jane, will work at the ranch
year-round and daughter Rachel
'88, a teacher in Montrose, Colo.,
will join them in the summers.
Their other daughter, Gayle
Hayden, is a travel agent in
Denver, five hours from the ranch.
So the farmer who became a
math teacher, and then an alumni
director, winds up back on the
ranch after all. "You know what
they say," he relates with a smile,
Iflonce a farmer, always a farmer.'"
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wallpaper samples."
Childhood play was very
important in Noteboom's
development as an artist. "We had
no toys and lived on a farm with
very little social life. We
parents had lived during the
Depression and there was pressure
to be practical. As a result, that
dream was never realized. "This
dream was hard to give up, until I
came to see that one can be an
""""""----- --, artist in any
setting because
it is basically
an internal
experience, II
she said.
This brought
her to North-
western Junior
College, where
Noteboom
began
preparing for a
teaching career.
In 1949 she
earned an
associa te' s
degree in
elementary
education. She
credits Fern
Smith
Rowenhorst for
taking an
interest in her. "Fern Smith
understood the creative urge and
encouraged me. She accepted my
work and talked with me," she
said.
After graduation, she taught
intermediate grades in Kalamazoo,
Mich. After her children were
older, she initiated and organized
the art programs at Orange City
Christian School and Unity Chris-
tian High School in Orange City.
Additional course work at
-
Elinor Noteboom's career in art has included teaching and exhibiting internationally.
She's probably best known, however, as the person who discovered the origins of
screenprinting.
entertained each other. I'm still
entertaining myself. I have to use
imagination or creativity daily, or I
don't feel like myself," she said.
As an artist, a woman in the late
1940s and the product of a
practical, Calvinist home,
Noteboom encountered difficulties
in her desire to be an artist. She
had plans to study in an urban
setting with an existing support
system for artists after she
graduated from high school. Her
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by Annette Vander Kooi '88
The door to her Art Room bears
the phrase "Oro men en
Zeefdruckken" or "Dreams and
Screenprinting." Upon entering
the spacious, sunlit room, the
phrase on the
door takes on a
whole new
meaning.
Around the
studio are bits
and pieces of a
lifetime of
creating.
Sketches for a
painting hang
on a wall; a
work table has
neat containers
of brushes and
pencils; another
large table is
piled high with
books, slides
and hand-
written notes.
A grandchild's
sculpture sits
on the floor,
waiting to be sprayed; blooming
flowers are in the windows.
Dreams and screenprinting, the
message on the door, are truly
what have been an integral part of
Elinor (De Blauw) Noteboom's life.
Noteboom, a native of Orange
City, loved art as a child and knew
from age six that she would be an
artist. "My sister Betty and I
entertained ourselves endlessly
with creative projects. We made
paper dolls and doll dresses from
Northwestern earned her a
bachelor's degree in art education
in 1973. It was during those
studies that John Kaericher,
associate professor of art,
introduced Noteboom to
printmaking or serigraphy, a
stencil process in which pigment is
forced onto paper or another
material through a screen. "John's
high standards were an influence.
He has a lot of integrity about
printmaking," she said.
Noteboom, who had spent her
life refining her skills, became
more and more recognized for her
contributions to printmaking. The
last years have been spent
exhibiting works in the Midwest
and gaining some international
notoriety. She was selected for
inclusion in a cultural exchange
between Des Moines and Kofu,
Japan, in 1984, for which she
designed a screenprinted poster to
announce the event and gave
screenprinting demonstrations.
She was also part of a women's
show which traveled through
Russia for a year.
It took Noteboom quite some
time to accept that being an artist
was OK. "For years I was
handicapped by guilt in creating
'useless' works of art," she said.
Her art manifested itself in other
ways such as sewing and
refinishing furniture. "It took me a
long time to realize that God is
creative," she said.
Noteboom encourages
Christians to be part of the arts
community. As a result,
Noteboom is active in Christians in
the Visual Arts (CIVA). "From
small beginnings bu t firm
convictions, we have suddenly
doubled in membership. Christian
artists are in continual prayer that
they may influence American
culture as they are surely called to
do and I'm grateful to be a part of
all of this," she said.
Most recently, Noteboom has
been lauded for her contributions
to the history of screenprinting.
When she was working toward a
Master of Fine Arts degree at the
Up ClOSE
EliNOR (DE BLAuw) NOTEbOOM
Family: Married for more than
43 years to Tom Noteboom,
who taught geography and
history at NWC for some 20
years; children: Lucinda,
Michael x'73, Thomas II '78;
seven grandchildren
Publications: "Screenprinting
in the Advertising Trade; A
Historical Perspective,"
Screenprinting, November
1993;"Screenprinting: Where
Did it all Begin?"
Screenprinting, September
1992;"Fifty Years of
Screenprinting as a Fine Art,"
Journal of the Print World,
Spring 1990; "The Masterful
Screenprints of Byron
Burford," Journal of the Print
World, Spring 1989.
Exhibitions: Prints and
tapestries have been exhibited
in galleries, libraries, art
centers, banks and
universities in the Midwest.
Winner of several "Best of
Show" and "Purchase Prizes"
at Iowa art fairs. Works
represented in public and
private collections in the
United States, the
Netherlands, France and
Japan.
Encouraged by husband Tom,
whose interests are in history,
Noteboom delved deeper into her
research. She discovered a
fascinating story which she knew
needed to be told. She found brief
histories of the art of
screenprinting, but nothing that
dated back far enough. A
breakthrough came when she
discovered that the Works Project
Administration posters printed
during the Depression were
screenprinted. Many of those
artists were still living, as was an
influential organizer of the WPA.
"I did interviews. I met some of
the artists. I looked for patents. I
kept digging everywhere from
New York to California," she said.
"It took seven years."
Noteboom's studio has a large
table full of books, interviews and
tapes-a testament to her
research. "It was hard to do, but I
hammered away at it."
Noteboom's thesis is that
screenprinting is an offshoot of
early office multiple duplication
methods.
"I had dreams of writing a
book, but health problems forced
me to slow down and publish
some articles."
Noteboom has given up
screenprinting for health reasons,
most likely caused by the
chemicals necessary for the art
process in which she reveled. She
has switched gears and is now
creating with oil paint on paper.
"I enjoy exploring the
unknown-going beyond the
edges," she said. "Isn't this the
work of an artist? To create
something where nothing was?
To add enrichment to life...to
extend the edges of our
intellectual and emotional
existence? It's a continual
adventure."
University of South Dakota, she
discovered there was no literature
on the origins of screenprinting in
the United States. "I became
curiouser and curiouser." she said
in reference to Alice in Alice in
Wonderland.
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by John Buntsma
Lots of things change, but in 28
years of coaching at Northwestern,
two constants for Coach Larry
Korver have been God and kids.
Korver, who announced his
retirement as head football coach
at the end of the 1994regular
season, himself has been a constant
at the school. He is synonymous
with the Red Raiders' winning
tradition in football. Before he
came, the Raiders were 18-33-1as a
four-year program. Under his
leadership, the Raiders won 212
games and lost just 77.
The style of offensive and
defensive play that won
Northwestern's first national
championship in 1973would not
have been appropriate for the team
that won a second national title in
1983or the team that played into
the national semi-finals in 1994.
"You always need to adjust the
game to meet the people," Korver
said. "You don't adjust the people
to meet the game."
As a coach, that's been his
challenge. "It's tough to change.
You can develop an easy chair
philosophy and do the same thing
for years." That wasn't Korver's
style.
Even the decision to return to
his alma mater wasn't easy.
Korver, a 1954NWJC graduate
who earned a bachelor's degree at
South Dakota State, had successful
high school coaching stints at
Walnut Grove, Minn., and Orange
City. He was about to turn the
corner at Luverne, Minn.
"I was in the process
of building a program.
We had a lot of kids
returning," Korver
said. "I had been
working with some of
those kids since the
fourth grade. They
were ready to be the
leaders of the
program."
Paul Muyskens,
Northwestern athletic
director at the time,
came to Luverne to
interrupt those plans.
"He came in to sell me
on coming to
Northwestern. The
school was persistent."
Family considerations
also came into pIay for the Orange
City native.
Nobody could predict the kind
of success Korver would have.
"As 1look back on my life,
regardless of the choice 1made, 1
was going to work to make it a
success," said the member of the
NAIA Hall of Fame.
He did have some constants to
work with. "The game of football
has changed, but the people are
basically the same. The kids are no
different now than they were when
John, Mark, Matthew and Peter
walked the earth. Their thoughts,
hopes and desires are no
different."
Every football team has its
offensive and defensive
coordinators. Some have
academic, practice and recruiting
coordinators. At Northwestern,
Korver saw his most important
role as being what could be called
a spiritual coordinator.
Spiritual coordinator isn't a title
he ever took for himself, it's role
that he grew into. "When 1was
younger 1didn't have the time, the
wisdom or the understanding" to
put spiritual ideas across or meet
the needs of players.
"One of the things I've learned
is that when a person needs you,
they need help now. You can't put
them off, there are just some things
you need to take care of," the
coach said.
Korver reaches to his desk and
grabs a letter from a former player.
The player talks about married life
Head Coach Larry Korver is retiring after carrying the
ball for Northwestern's nationally-acclaimed football
program for 28 years.
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•and the family they've begun to es-
tablish. The letter talks about how
they have built each other up and
supported eachother, and especially
about how God has blessed them.
"I've begun to realize more than
ever that if families are to succeed,
we have to have the feelings that are
expressed in this letter. I'm intense
about that; we have no choice. It is
the only way our children will
learn to succeed," said Korver.
Today he is aggressive about
teaching Christ-based family
concepts to his players. His
schedule has included regular one-
on-one meetings with players to
learn how they are doing away
from the field.
The longtime coach, who had 32
players earn All-American honors
under his tutelage, maintains that
lessons learned on the field can
teach lessons for life. "If you are
going to succeed, you must hate to
lose." That's different from a win-
at-any-cost philosophy.
The winning philosophy he has
tried to develop is one that will
propel his athletes beyond their
college experience. "There is a
growing process in all phases of a
person's life. In working with
young people, you've got to take
the time to know them and help
each develop."
Korver doesn't see the reward as
the shelves full of trophies his
teams have earned. He holds up
the letter again. "This is forever,"
he said, and then pointing to the
trophies, "that is just junk."
The Phones Have Stopped Ringing,
But the Thank You's
AreJust Be inning!
Thank You for a Record Year
With Our Fall Alumni Phonathon!
If you haven't
joined in on
this record year,
it's not too la teo
Our fiscal year ends
June 30, 1995.
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Otten Takes Reigns of Football Program
Schutt Finishes Career in High Style
Orv Otten 79, defensive coordinator of
the football team and assistant professor of
physical education, has been appointed as
Northwestern's new head football coach.
He replaces Larry Korver, who is retiring
after 28 years in the position.
"Dr. Orv Otten is committed to our
philosophy of sport and is superbly
qualified to lead our nationally-reputable
football program," said Dr. James
Bultman, president. "He has the
enthusiastic support of the players and his
colleagues, and will continue the rich
football tradition at Northwestern."
Otten, who plans to continue as
defensive coordinator for the Raiders, says
he feels very honored to follow the NAIA
Hall of Farner as head coach. "I don't see
myself replacing Larry Korver; I'll occupy
the same position he did, but there's no
way anyone can replace him. I hope I'll be
able to do the job with the same kind of
success he had in terms of helping people
grow on and off the field. I hope to take
what he has done, add my own flair to it,
and build on it.
"My goal will be for the team to
Northwestern Volleyball Coach Mike
Meyer says senior Amy Schutt of Orange
City is a one-of-a-kind player. Voters for
the NAIA National Player of the Year
award must agree-they selected her as
the 1994 recipient. She also won the
award in 1992, making her only the third
player ever to receive that honor twice.
Schutt, a four-time All-American,
amassed season-long statistical averages
that would be a career highlight for most
players if they equaled them in a match.
Her consistently high level of play helped
the Raiders advance to nationals three
out of the last four years and compile a
155-25 record during that time.
"She was a talented performer who we
would always go to at crunch time," said
Meyer. "She was a leader by example,
poise, confidence and humility. She's one
of those special players that you never
replace."
While spiking efficiency of over 30
percent is considered exceptional, Schutt
hit at 44 percent this season. She also led
the team with 756 kills, 96 percent
serving, 556 digs and 96 percent serve
reception.
SPORTS
continue to strive to become better-better
as a group and better as individuals, and
I'm not just talking about football here.
That's part of the philosophy of Larry
Korver. If you're striving every day to be a
better person, you will have a lot of
success."
After five years as defensive coordinator,
Orv Otten is the new head football coach.
Prod Schutt for career highlights and
all you'll get are comments about being
part of the NWC team and its
accomplishments. "I have friends and
relationships that will last a lifetime," she
said. She talks as much of road trips,
weekly Bible studies and times off the
court as experiences on the court.
"My spiritual growth here will last
forever," she said. "Tt's something I'll
talk about all of my life. I really grew
here."
She said the growth they shared as a
team helped them on the court. "We
were very close-knit, that's one reason for
our success." she said. "We tried harder
for the sake of the others on the team. It's
important to put the team ahead of
yourself.
"I'm thankful for the opportunities
I've had," Schutt said. "A lot of the
reason for my awards is due to teamwork
and a lot of the credit goes to them. They
can only give the award to one person."
Schutt, a business administration-
finance major who lives with her
husband, Bruce, in Orange City, is
interning this semester with the Fay
Korver said of Otten, NI have so much
confidence in him. I see a great work ethic
not only in the area of football but also as a
person interested in seeing young people
really learn and grow in the classroom and
in life. I also see in him a great desire to
learn more and to grow. There's definitely
a respect for him by all the athletes and
students on campus as well."
As a student-athlete, Otten started three
years for Korver at middle linebacker,
earning all-conference and all-district
honors. He taught and coached for three
years in the West Sioux school system in
Hawarden before pursuing a master's
degree in exercise science and physical
education at the University of Iowa. He
served as an instructor in physical
education, defensive coordinator and head
wrestling coach at Monmouth College in
Illinois from 1984 until joining the NWC
faculty in 1990.
Otten, who earned a doctorate in
exercise science and physical education
from the University of Iowa in 1991, is
currently chairman of Northwestern's
physical education discipline.
A two-time national volleyball player of
the year, Amy Schutt also earned NAIA
Scholar-Athlete and GTE/CoSida
Academic All-American honors this year.
Anderson accounting office.
"I'Il miss competitive volleyball; I'll
miss the games and the people," Schutt
said. "This can't go on forever; I need to
move on."
She will, with a lifetime of awards,
lessons and memories to share.
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Young Winter Teams Build for Future
As the building process continued on
the new Bultman Intercollegiate Athletic
Center, it also was a building year for Red
Raider winter sports.
Men's Basketball
It isn't easy to replace three instrumental
seniors, including two All-Americans, who
averaged 57 points last year. The Raiders had
a number of adjustments to make this year.
It was a streaky season for NWC. After
a pre-season ranking of 15th in the NAIA
Div. II and a 9-3 start, the Raiders slipped
with five straight losses. They bounced
back with four consecutive wins and then
lost four in a row.
Leading scorers for the Raiders, 13-12 at
press time, were Brandt Carlson, a junior
from Aurelia, and Sanborn senior Ross
Douma with 15 and 14 points per game,
respectively.
Others in double figure range included
Curt Hofman, a Sanborn junior; Ben Brown,
a junior from Waukee; Jason Anderson, a
junior from Cherokee; and point guard
Jason Hershberger, a Kalona junior. Sioux
Center sophomore Jon Oostra was among
the leading rebounders in the conference.
Women's Basketball
The NWC women's basketball team
improved steadily through the season and
sported a 11-11 record early in February.
The Raiders closed the gap or defeated
teams that had beaten them soundly earlier
in the season.
The team's only senior was Missy
VanKlompenburg of Sioux City, who holds
school records for three-point shooting.
This year she averaged more than 15 points
per game.
Fall Seasons End
At Nationals
The football team concluded its season
in the national semi-finals with a loss to
Pacific Lutheran University in Washington.
The Raiders, 10-2, were ranked fourth in
the final NAIA Div.lI national poll.
The volleyball team also concluded its
season at nationals, finishing with a stellar
48~4 record. The Raiders split in pool play
at nationals.
In cross country nationals. Daron De
[ong, a sophomore from Orange City, and
Kay Pals, a senior from Orange City, were
both strong finishers. There were about
350 qualified runners in each race and De
Jong finished 49th while Pals was 81st.
SPORTS
New Coach Earl Woudstra, a longtime
men's assistant, had several different
players rise to the top in winning efforts.
Jennifer Taylor, a sophomore from Sheldon,
was named a conference player of the
week. She was near the top of the league in
rebounding average and field goal
percentage.
Other team leaders included Darla
Redeker, a junior from Titonka, who led the
conference in field goal percentage, and
Amy Van Engen shoots for two for the
women's basketball team. The Raiders
won the Teikyo Marycrest Tournament
early in the season.
Marcus sophomore Wendy Rainboth,
second in the conference in assists with
nearly five per game.
Wrestling
Four wrestlers had qualified for the
NAIA national tournament by early
February. The season's leader was Mike
Rozeboom, a senior co-captain from
Boyden. Rozeboom, 10-3 at press time,
won tournament titles three weekends in a
row at the beginning of the year.
Also qualifying were Eric Karjalainen, a
freshman from Oak Harbor, Wash.; Denny
Orr, a sophomore from Canfield, Ohio;
and Scott Van Der Brink, a Rock Valley
junior. Orr, 15-5, qualified for the NCAA
Division I nationals while competing for
Liberty University last year. He
transferred when the school dropped the
wrestling program.
Coach Paul Bartlett was looking for as
many as four other wrestlers to qualify for
the na tional meet.
Indoor Track
Coaches Barry Brandt and Dale
Thompson were extremely pleased with
this year's indoor track team.
Though there was a very large
contingent of freshmen and sophomores,
the team performed exceptionally well. "It
was a pleasure to work with this group
because they were so willing to work
hard," Brandt said. "They have a great
deal of potential."
As of press time, there were two
qualifiers for the NAJA indoor nationals.
Kay Pals, a senior from Orange City,
qualified in the 3,000 and the S,OOO-meter
runs, both short distances for her. Pals ran
the 5,000 in 18:13 and the 3,000 in 10:31.61.
Bryant Engelmann, a sophomore from
Storm Lake, ran the 800 in 1:55.72 to
qualify for nationals.
Raiders Earn Honors
It has been a year of national
recognition for Northwestern athletes.
Amy Schutt, a senior from Orange City,
was named NAJA National Player of the
Year in volleyball for the second time. She
received All-American honors for the
fourth time. In addition, she was joined as
an NAJA Scholar-Athlete by teammate
Barb Zoet, a junior from Hu11. Schutt was
named a GTE/CoSIDA Academic First
Team All-American, a classification which
includes all schools outside of NCAA
Division L
Kay Pals, an Orange City senior, was
named an NAJA Scholar-Athlete in cross
country.
In football, the Raiders received more
individual recognition than they've had in
several years. Lance Baatz, a Rock Rapids
junior, was named to the Associated Press
Little All-America second team. He's only
the third Raider ever recognized with the
AP honor involving all of the nation's
small colleges.
Named to the NAJA Division II first
team were Chip joecken. a junior offensive
lineman from Waverly, and Greg Terpstra,
a junior defensive back from Lynden,
Wash. Baatz was selected for the second
team and Jeremy De Bie, a freshman kicker
from Paramount, Calif., received
honorable mention recognition.
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The Rev. Peter Van Es was honored
with a special celebration of his 90th
birthday this past year at the Church of the
Chimes in San Jose, Calif. All seven of the
churches he and his wife, Henrietta, had
served sent pictures and letters about
memories of their time together.
'31
Melvin Roetman resides at the Arcadia
Alzheimers Unit in Waterloo, Iowa. After
attending Northwestern, Melvin received a
bachelor's degree from Central College.
He taught in commercial colleges and was
employed in office management and
accounting in the Des Moines area before
moving to Eldora, Iowa, in 1961. He
worked as controller and office manager of
Jnfantseat Co. and as controller and
assistant secretary for DHC Industries
until his retirement.
ALUMNI NEWS
'34
Clarence Buurman helped coordinate
the raising of $16,000 to build a medical
clinic in Liyavo, Kenya. Several Rotary
Clubs in upstate South Carolina provided
the funds. The clinic, which the Kenyans
built themselves, provides a polio
vaccination program as well as treatment
for diarrhea, skin diseases, malaria and
AIDS.
'42
Alida (Hibma) Topp taught for 42
years in schools in Iowa, California and
Michigan. Since her retirement, she travels
with her husband, Len, who is a trucker.
They live in Hamilton, Mich.
'44
Helen (Beyer) Hull is still teaching a
All-Academy Reunion
An all-academy reunion is being planned for the Saturday
night of the Tulip Festival on May 20, 1995. This will be a
time for getting reacquainted with former classmates. There
will be a chance to take guided tours of the expanded
Northwestern campus (including the new athletic center).
In addition, a dinner will be served in the renovated cafeteria.
Guided campus tour after the parade-4:00 p.m. (Meet at steps
of Zwemer Hall.)
Dinner served from 5:30-6:15 p.m. at the cost of $6.50 per
plate.
Spend the evening enjoying the fellowship of old friends!
I will attend May 20, 1995:
Campus Tour __ Total number
Buffet Dinner Total number
Name _ Phone _
Address ".-,- --,- -,- __ -,-:-_--,-----::-- _
Please tear off bottom portion and send by May 1 to:
Minerva (De Beer '52) Van Peursem
430 Colorado Ave. SW
Orange City, IA 51041 (712) 737-4644
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pre-kindergarten class in Pacific
Palisades, Calif. She enjoyed attending
the 1944 class reunion last May.
'52
Ruth Ackerman, retired after 22 years
as a librarian in Lytton, Iowa, spent seven
weeks last fall organizing the library at
the new El Camino Academy School in
Bogota, Colombia, where her sister works
as a missionary. She found the experience
of working with people from various
missions as well as Colombian Christians
to be rewarding.
Deaths
Philip Mouw '36 died Dec. 12 in
Hammond, La. He was a retired educator
who had taught chemistry and physics at
Southeastern Louisiana University Lab
School and Hammond High School. He
was a Ll.S. Army Air Corps veteran, a
member of Phi Delta Kappa, the
Louisiana Teachers' Association,
Tangipahoa Parish Teachers Association
and the N.E.A. He is survived by his
wife, Virginia.
Gerald De Graaf '42 died Jan. 2 in
Hartley, Iowa. He served in the Marines
during World War II. He and his wife,
Oliva, farmed near Newkirk until 1952
when they moved to Alton. He was a
member of the Alton Reformed Church
where he served on the consistory as a
deacon. He also belonged to Floyd Post
200 of the American Legion. He is
survived by his wife; two daughters, Judy
Schneider and Deborah Anderson '75; a
son, Jeffrey '85; and four grandchildren.
Marie <Elsing '63) De Neui died Nov.
27 in Rushmore, Minn. She taught
elementary school in Iowa and
Minnesota, retiring last May after 25 years
at Adrian Elementary. She was a member
of the Eastfriesland Presbyterian Church
where she served as organist from the age
of 15. She was a member of Delta Kappa
Gamma, the Minnesota Education
Association and the National Education
Association. She is survived by her
husband, Don.
Bill Arendt x'80 died of cancer Sept. 21
in Washington, N.C. For the last five
years, he worked as a computer
programmer with the Weyerhaeuser
Company.
'54
Ella Mae (Vander Wilt) De Gooyer is
the receptionist at the Sioux Center
Medical Clinic. She has one son, two
daughters and seven grandchildren. A
second son was killed in a car accident 10
years ago.
Arthur De Jong, scholar-in-residence
at Montreat-Anderson College of
Montreat, N.C., was recently named to
the 1994 Higher Education Honor Roll by
the 1994 General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church. This honor is given
by the General Assembly to persons who
have demonstrated outstanding service to
the church's mission in higher education.
The honor highlights a distinguished
career. During his 18 years at Central
College, he served in various capacities
including assistant to the president,
professor of religion and chaplain. He
was also president of Muskingum College
from 1978-88 and at Whitworth College
from 1988-92.
Fred Lamfers and his wife, Evelyn,
live in Sioux Center. They have eight
children and eight grandchildren. Their
second youngest child, Brent, is currently
a sophomore at NWC.
Helen (Van Abbema) Peterson and
her husband, Larry, have four children
and seven grandchildren. Both Helen
and Larry are recently retired, but are
active members of Ebenezer Presbyterian
Church in George.
The Rev. Dr. Vernon Van Bruggen of
Trenton, N.]., is an executive presbyter of
the Presbytery of New Brunswick. He
and his wife, Mary Lou, have three
children and three grandchildren.
'56
Virginia Kraayenbrink now lives in
Pella, where her husband, Dick, works in
construction. Virginia keeps busy with
volunteer work and her grandchildren's
activi ties.
'57
Bob Hoogeveen, chief executive
officer of Village Northwest Unlimited in
Sheldon, was recently named
Outstanding Fund Raising Executive by
the Siouxland Chapter of the National
Society of Fund Raising Executives.
'59
The latest book by Dr. Richard Mouw
is Consulting the Faithflll: What Christian
Intellectuals Can Learn from Popular Religion,
published by Eerdmans. Lloyd John
Ogilvie says of the book, "Here, at long
last, is a clear call for the intellectual
leadership of the church to listen with
empathy and sensitivity to the deep
spiritual yearning hidden beneath the
surface of today's popular religion."
Mouw is president of Fuller Theological
Seminary.
'64
Mary (Newman) Bezuyen is employed
as a public health nurse educator for the
Health Awareness Regional Program of
the Hackensack Medical Center,
Hackensack, N.J.
'65
The Rev. Cornelius Van De Hoef is
'67
serving as the interim pastor at Palm
Grove Reformed Church in Holiday, Fla.
Dan Smith, who teaches English at
Luverne High School, Luverne, Minn., was
named to the 1994 edition of Who's Who
Among America's Teachers. Students
nominate teachers who have made a
difference in their lives by shaping values,
inspiring interest in subjects and
challenging them to strive for excellence.
'69
Evelyn (Van Regenmorter) Bussema
runs a day treatment program for Hope
Haven. She and her husband, Ken, have
three daughters and live in Sioux Center.
Mariel (Schubert) Johnson is the media
specialist for the Estherville Middle School
and the K-12 media director for the school
district. She and her husband have one
daughter.
Have You Remembered
NWC in YourWill?
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Endowment is the gift of infinite-and lasting-possibility.
A gift from your estate can help make a Northwestern College education
possible for deserving students. To find out more about including
Northwestern in your will, contact Cornie Wassink, Director of Planned
Giving, NWC, 101 7th St. SW, Orange City, IA 51041, (712) 737-7106.
Alumni Corner
When Linda and I decided to pursue
OUf long-planned dream, we anticipated a
Jot of change. Change is one of the
certainties of life. Along with change are
new beginnings and endings.
When I announced to the staff in the
development office of our plans, I realized
there would be a number of lasts-but
really this many?
The first thing that really hit me was
when John Greller walked into my office
with the job description of the director of
alumni relations. I remember my initial
reaction, "John, I don't believe I would
qualify for this job!"
You all have been very patient during
these years as the Alumni Association has
taken its first steps. These steps, although
small and sometimes staggered, have been
very important. I really believe we are
poised to leap into the 21st century. Many
of our alumni have been contacted to write
a check to Northwestern. The next step is
even more important and that is to give of
that most precious commodity-time.
Northwestern has a wonderful network
of alumni who are bound together by the
mission of the college. We absolutely need
to make use of that!
Allow me to challenge you to consider
becoming involved in the following:
• Mentor for undergraduates. Allow a
freshman or sophomore to shadow you
on your job to develop awareness of
your career field.
• Help to set up internships
• Aid in recruitment of students
'70
Joe Petrill has taught physical
education for 24 years in Somerville, N.J.
He has also been the wrestling coach for
the last eight years with a record of 71-9,
25 league champs, 15 state placers and two
state champions.
'71
Wilma (Vellinga) Klopfenstein
received her Master of Social Work degree
from the University of Iowa and worked
for 20 years as a therapist/administrator in
mental health services. She retired in 1992
and returned to Orange City where she
works part time at the Heritage House as a
by Doug Van Berkum '62
Director of Alumni Relations
• Help in placing graduates
• Provide support services, e.g. tutorial
• Serve on a focus group to evaluate your
college experience
• Help to coordinate your class reunion
• Help to coordinate an area of interest
reunion
• Contribute to the Gala Auction
r know, I know-this list got pretty
long. But if we all pick out just one of
these, then look at the 7,000 alums, what a
cadre of people we would have!
Please think for a moment what
Northwestern means to you. Then add to
that what Northwestern means to our
current and future students. Isn't it
comforting to know that we have a college
that continues to strive to be a quality,
distincti vel y Chris tian liberal arts
institution?
Finally, I want to express my
appreciation for so many of you who have
become more than a name in a directory.
When I reflect back, one of the greatest
two-day periods during the year is when
on one night in May we have the Senior
Dinner (for those who will graduate in two
days) and the next day we host the 50-year
reunion class. What a joy to see the
contrast and still the bond that we all share
together.
Linda and I will be returning to Iowa
each year for about five months. 1 am sure
we will continue to see many of you
during that time. I realize Antonito, Colo.,
is not on a major highway, but the
coffeepot is always on at the ranch.
social worker. She is licensed for private
practice.
'73
Tom Estes teaches 7-12 physical
education and driver's ed, and is the
varsity boys' basketball and golf coach for
Sioux Center Community Schools. His
wife, Doris (Dickinson '81), is in the
middle of a one-year child-rearing leave
from Kinsey Elementary School.
'78
Kenric Scheevel is a new Minnesota
state senator. A Republican who ran
Births
Tom '73 and Doris (Dickinson '81)
Estes, daughter, Jillian Nicole, joins
jennifer (6) and jordan (3).
Dan '79 and Sue (Alderink '79)
Kappers, daughter, Rebecca Jean, joins
Benjamin and James.
Bob and StarIa (Van Ravenswaay '82)
Jensen, son, Blake Anthony, joins Paige
Morgan (2).
Jon and Liz (Garcia '85) Skillern, son,
Sean Michael.
Rodney and Connie (Vierhout '85)
TeKrony, son, David James, joins Ryan
(4)
Jay '86 and Sherry McKinstrey, son,
Casey jay.
Ron '86 and Melony (Youngs (86)
Schulte, son, Keegan David, joins
Mackenzie (2).
Craig '87 and Melanie (McQuoid '90)
Carlson, son, Cody Robert.
Kimber and Perry Krosschell'87,
daughter, Elli Elizabeth, joins Brett (3).
Jim and Jill (Johnson '87) Struve,
daughter, Kacie Marie, joins Carson (3).
Steve and Marla (Kuipers '87)
Viland, son, Kyle Gregory, joins Megan
(2).
Galen and Kathy (Ploeger '88) Hindt,
daughter, Emily Elizabeth.
Stan and Robyn (Swartz (88)
Johnson, son, Ryan Quinn.
Pete and Pamela (De Boer '88)
Wanninger, son, Stephen James, joins
Timothy Grant (1).
Sean '93 and Lora (De Jager '93)
Fisher, daughter, Alexia Jasmine.
Scott and Michelle (Rise '93) Te
Grootenhuis, daughter, Natalie Kaye.
against 10 opponents in the primary and
was labeled as a member of the "religious
right" during the campaign, Kenric won 63
percent of the vote. He will live in the
Twin Cities from January through April
and continue to farm the family homestead
in Preston.
Cindy Vande Stouwe completed a
master's degree in management
information systems at George
Washington University last May.
'79
Carol Vander Ploeg spent two weeks
last summer in Venezuela helping with an
outreach English camp. She taught classes
in English, Bible, and conversation to
28
campers, ages 13-30. She lives in Boone,
Iowa.
'80
Galen Kaemingk moved back to
Washington state from Texas. He teaches
math and physical education and serves
as head football coach in Omak.
'82
Kristine Legters has accepted a
position as assistant professor in clinical
education at Gannon University, Erie,
Pa., in the master's degree physical
therapy program.
Cindy (Cadwell) Peterson and her
husband, David, pastor Grace Christian
Fellowship in Carroll, Towa. They have
three children, Joshua, Bethany and
Jason.
'83
Collin Cooper has been transferred by
Hewlett-Packard from Roseville, Calif., to
Fort Collins, Colo. He is a financial
analyst for the company. He and his
wife, Gail, have two children, Kiara (2)
and Brenton (9 months).
The Rev. David Tellinghuisen
attended Western Theological Seminary,
was a pastor in Montgomery, N.Y., for
four years, and now is pastor of the
Reformed Church in Hawarden, Iowa.
He and his wife, Kelly (Conley '84), have
two children, Ryan (5) and Laura (3).
'84
Martha (Shaver) Devadatta is
involved in free-lance proofreading for
Baker Book House and is looking to start
an in-home pet-sitting business. She and
her husband, Dan, have a son,
Christopher (I), and live in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Victor Menning served five years in
the Navy. He is now a field service
representative for STERlSCorp. installing
and repairing hospital sterilizers. He
lives in Chaska, Minn.
Susan (Deinken) Punke has worked
for NCR Corpora tion in the
administrative department since 1984.
She and her husband, Steve, live in Sioux
Falls and have two children, Tyler (6) and
Ryan (2).
home "will a.llowme to maintain my
convictions about where I come from,
who the people we represent are, and
what we are all about. It also keeps me
in close contact with my family. Being
able to go home at night has provided
me with sanity in an insane world-to
touch base with reality and get away
from the hectic pace of campaign offices
and now, the press of work."
Vicky has three main goals as chief
of Latham's staff. "There aren't a lot of
women in positions like this. I hope to
set an example so that other women can
break through that glass ceiling and
follow after me. 1think women bring a
unique perspective to any job they do.
Second, I want to be compassionate. I
think our government has lost its
sensitivity to people. My third goal ties
in with that compassion. I hope to do
this job in a more efficient, effective
way, streamlining while not losing
sensitivity to the people of the district."
Vicky says she is thankful for a
supportive, understanding husband
and two daughters who are "much
more politically aware than many
adults!" As chief of staff, she will work
with establishing Latham's legislative
plans, work with Latham's press
secretary to develop a press plan, and
keep tabs on the district's pulse by
being readily available to the
constituency rather than hundreds of
miles away in Washington.
Since the
opening of the
I04th Congress on
Jan. 4, Vicky
(Hum me '76)
Vermaa t has found
herself in an
exciting and
unique job. Vicky,
who managed Vicky Vennaat
Congressman Fred
Grandy's '90 and '92 campaigns, was the
manager of Ll.S. Rep. Tom Latham's
campaign last fall. Latham asked Vicky
to take over the reigns of his
congressional and district offices as chief
of staff. What makes this job unique is
that Vicky does her work from an office
in Orange City.
Vicky explains, "It's a break from
tradition for the top manager to live in
the district rather than Washington, but
with advancements in technology it has
become more and more feasible.
Congressman Latham's decision to place
his top management person in the
district is a strong indication of his
commitment to his constituency. It also
should help us to avoid an 'inside-the-
beltway, out-of-touch' mentality."
Calling herself "a long-distance
manager," Vicky oversees the work in
Washington as well as in the four district
offices. She will spend one week of each
month in Washington. She says
returning to the district and her own
'85
Kathy (Johnson) Kleen teaches at
Harris-Lake Park and Spirit Lake
Community Schools.
Lee McKinstrey
was inducted into the
Iowa High School
Football Hall of Fame
last November.
Playing for Maurice-
Orange City, Lee
completed an
ou tstanding high
school career in 1980.
Winner of 15varsity
letters, he was a four-year letterwinner in
football as a quarterback, defensive back
and kicker. As a quarterback, his passes
gained over 2,000yards and resulted in 32
touchdowns. Lee's kickoffs averaged over
50 yards and his punts averaged over 40.
He was an all-state choice both offensively
Lee McKinstrey
and defensively. Lee is now employed as
a vice president by the Bank of America in
Houston.
Dean Vander Wilt is the general
manager of the Bob Evans Farms
Restaurant in Joplin, Mo. He has worked
six years with the company.
'86
Barb (Veenendaal) Anderson works
for Indiana University at Bradford Woods
Camp where she is the team's course
facilitator for adolescent teens. She lives in
Indianapolis.
'87
David Christianson is a software
engineer in the Twin Cities area.
The Rev. Scott Crane is president of the
Greater Amsterdam Clergy Association
29
and vice president for the Reformed
Church in America's Classis of Schoharie.
Marla (Kuipers) Viland is a multi-
level instructor for Adult Basic
Education! Alternative School and a
substitute teacher for Pipestone Junior!
Senior High in Pipestone, Minn. She and
her husband, Steve, own and operate a
dairy farm.
'88
Marla (Nelson) Brands is a stay-at-
home mother to two-year-old Landon
while her husband, Chad, is in his second
year of residency at a Cincinnati hospital.
Kathy (Ploeger) Hindt is a child
protection social worker for the Nebraska
Department of Social Services inWahoo.
She lives in Lincoln.
Karen (De Valois) Michaelson is a
homemaker. Her husband, Jack, is the
pastor of Community Assembly of God
Church in Northome, Minn. The
Michaelsons have one son, Anthony (2).
Robyn (Swartz) Johnson is a family
life instructor with Yakima Valley College
in Yakima, Wash.
Karmen Woelber is in her first year as
a student in the master's degree physical
therapy program at St. Ambrose
University in Davenport. She lives in
Muscatine.
Donald Tellinghuisen received a
PhD. in psychology last May from the
University of Iowa. He is in his second
year of teaching at Augustana College in
Sioux Falls.
'89
The Rev. David Izenbart was
ordained and installed as associate pastor
of discipleship at Homewood Reformed
Church in Homewood, Ill., last
September. After his time at NWC, he
graduated from Fuller Theological
Seminary.
Mark Jensen received his Ph.D. in
analytical chemistry from Iowa State
University. He is now doing post-
doctoral research at ISUwhile also
teaching introductory chemistry for pre-
engineering students.
Kim (Cook) Looman began teaching
kindergarten for Holland Christian
Schools last fall. She also teaches after
school Spanish for K~2students. Her
husband, Tim, works as a computer
programmer. They are actively involved
at Christ Memorial Reformed Church.
Kathryn VanderWerff graduated from
the School of World Missions, Fuller
Seminary, with a master's degree in
intercultural studies. She serves with
InterChange, is a case worker for new
immigrants with Catholic Charities, and
lives in a Salvadoran section of inner-city
Los Angeles.
'90
Patrick Heilman has managed the Kum
& Go convenience store in Sioux Center for
five years. His wife, Nancy (Wollman),
designs ads part time for the Sioux Center
Shopper. They have two children, Heather
(3) and Shawna (1).
'91
Gene Bras teaches, coaches and serves
as athletic director at Northern Michigan
Christian High School in McBain.
Deb Falkena is the director of Park
Avenue Christian Church Child Care in
Cambridge, Iowa. The care facility has an
enrollment of 90 children.
Brian Hoops was recently named
assistant vice president of the State Bank of
Schaller as farm manager and lender. His
wife, Tonya (Bouma x'94), is a savings
counselor for First Federal Savings Bank in
Storm Lake. Both serve on the
administrative council of the Alta United
Methodist Church, Brian as treasurer and
Tanya as Sunday school superintendent.
Amy (Kindwall) Kueper is the youth
director at Trinity Lutheran Church of
Webster City, Iowa.
Vonnie (Emmert) Loterbauer is a
purchasing agent and accounts payable
manager for Rambow, Inc. of New
London, Minn.
Beth Ryan has graduated from the
University of Iowa physical therapy
program and is employed at the
University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics.
Laura Verdoorn will be teaching music
at Woodstock International School in
Mussoorie. Uttar Pradesh, India, beginning
in July.
'92
Cia (Larvick) Koop teaches third grade
in Sioux City. Her husband, Jason '94, is
interning at Phillips Marketing of Sioux
City.
'93
Sandra (Hurlburt) Muyskens is a
physician's assistant at St. Joseph's
Hospital Emergency Department, Orange,
Calif.
Kris (Kredit) Nase received her
master's degree in physical therapy from
the University of Iowa in October. She is
now a physical therapist at the Sioux
Center Community Hospital.
Rick Scholtens works in sales!
marketing at West Wood Specialties in
Grafton, Wis. His wife, Lori (Voskuil '94),
is substitute teaching.
Rachel Searcy teaches English in
mainland China for the English Language
Institute of China.
Vonda Van Farowe is in her second
year of teaching and coaching at Liberty
Christian School in Anderson, Ind. She
teaches junior and senior high social
stud ies and coaches junior high girls'
basketball.
Dave Van Steenwyk continues to work
as a videographer zeditor for TV
Productions Inc. in Brookings, S.D. His
wife, Laura (Van Holland '93), is a job
placement specialist at ADVANCE,
matching individuals with disabilities to
jobs.
Brett Groen is a D.]. for KUOO radio in
Spirit Lake, the Marconi Award-winning
Best Small Market Radio Station of 1994.
Michelle Te Grootenhuis teaches half
time at Hospers Elementary School.
'94
In February, Renia Park began a two-
year position for a church in Japan. She
teaches English and shares the Bible.
Marriages
Jonathan Dejong '90 and Julie
Hughes '88, Des Moines.
Amy Kindwall '91 and Douglas
Kueper, Webster City, Iowa.
Vonnie Emmert '91 and Lonny
Loterbauer, New London, Minn.
Michelle Haverdink '92 and Robert
Goodrich, Omaha.
Cia Larvick '92 and Jason Koop '94,
Sioux City.
Marcie Walker '92 and Adam
Crctndl, West Dundee, Ill.
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The conptee reside in the cities listed.
City State _ Zip _
Orange City Quasquicentennial
Features an
All-Schoo' Reunion
lu'y 1, 1995
It's a year to celebrate!
Orange City is 125 years old.
Festivities are in the works for
this anniversary year. Included
in the 1995 schedule are an all-
school reunion and all-town
celebration on July 1, 1995 in
Windmill Park. The streets
around Windmill Park will be
blocked off for the day. Tents
will be erected and organizations
will set up food stands. Activities will begin at
10:00 a.m. with games for the children. Following
this will be a leisurely lunch in the park while
listening to a 60-piece community band playing
"old time" music. Later there will be beard
judging, trolley rides to show off the new golf
course and swimming pool, dedication of a time
capsule, and a quilt auction. This will be a day to
relax and socialize with old friends.
Sounds like a full day?
That's not all. At 5:00 p.m. a
dinner is planned for alumni of
all schools in Orange City. The
dinner, at a cost of $18 per plate,
will be held at the college and
catered by Marriott Food
Services. At 7 p.m. we will
conclude the day's celebration
by enjoying a performance by
the State Fair Singers & Jazz
Band, sponsored by Northwestern State Bank.
This is a fast-paced family entertainment show
delivered by Iowa's finest high school students.
Plan now to attend. Make your reservations
now. We ask that you call the Chamber office,
712-737-4510, soon or let us know by filling out
and sending us the information requested below.
Address: Orange City Chamber of Commerce,
P.O. Box 36, Orange City, IA 51041.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Name _
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Address _
Telephone No. School Year Grad. _
Number
Please enclose a check made payable to the Orange City Chamber Office,P.O. Box36,Orange City, IA 51041
Yes, I plan on attending and will attend the dinner ($18).
Yes, I plan on attending but will not attend the dinner.
Please reserve dorm rooms at Northwestern College.
_ Single$15 _ Double $20 _ Familyplexes (max.of6people per plex) $20 for 2, $5 each additional person
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Calendar of Events
The Classic
Northwestern College
Orange City, Iowa 51041
(712)737-7116
(712)737-7000(switchboard)
Address correction requested
March
ACTIVITIES
17-18 Movie, "In the Name of the Father,"
Bogaard Theatre, 7 and 9:30p.m.
24-25 Movie, "Reality Bites," Bogaard Theatre,
7 and 9:30p.m.
31-Aprill Movie, "The Client," Bogaard Theatre, 7
and 9:30p.m.
FINE ARTS
1-31 NWC Senior Art Major Shows, Te Paske
Gallery
A cappella Choir Home Concert, Christ
Chapel, 3 p.m.
Spring Play, "An Ideal Husband," The
Playhouse, 8 p.m.
26
31-April
1,5-8
ALUMNI-What's New With You?
Letus knowso we can tellyour friendsand classmates.
Send to: Officeof InformationServices,Northwestern
College,101 7th St. SW,Orange City,IA 51041.
Name _
Address _
HomePhone Classof
Non-profit argo
U.S. Postage
PAID
PennitNo.4
Orange City, IA
51041
April
ACTIVITIES
28-29 Surprise Movie, Bogaard Theatre, 7 and
9:30p.m.
FINE ARTS
2 Woodwind Ensemble Concert and Kristin
Falksen Flute Recital, Chapel, 3 p.m.
8 Sioux County Oratorio and A cappella
Choir in Concert, "Elijah," Christ Chapel,
7:30p.m.
lO-May 3 Annual Juried Art Student League Show,
Te Paske Gallery
20-21 Portfolio Theatre Production: Del Potter,
Bogaard Theatre, 8 p.m.
21 Percussion and Brass Ensembles Concert,
Christ Chapel, 7:30p.m.
25 Sioux County Orchestra Concert, Christ
Chapel, 7:30p.m.
29 Symphonic BandConcert, Chapel, 7:30p.m.
GUESTLECTURES
3-5 Dr. Roland Hoksbergen, Professor of
Economics, Calvin College
28-May 1 Dr. Calvin De Witt, Professor of
Environmental Studies, University of
Wisconsin, and Director of the Au Sable
Institute of Environmental Studies
May
ACTIVITIES
12 Heritage Day Luncheon, DeWitt Center,
12noon
12 Baccalaureate, Christ Chapel, 8 p.m.
13 Commencement, DeWitt Physical Fitness
Center, 10 a.m,
FINE ARTS
1 Women's Choir and String Ensembles
Concert, Christ Chapel, 7 p.m.
